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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 IDEA 

Our idea is to make an application which can scan and create an overview over the comestibles 
that the user has at his or her disposal. The application will also be able to generate recipe 

suggestion based on the ingredients the user currently has in his or her kitchen, in order to 
prevent unnecessary organic waste. We believe that using what you already have at your 
disposal, rather than buying new food, will have economic benefits. This is why we have chosen 

students as our primary user group group.  

1.2 GOALS 

Organic waste is a huge and global problem. While a billion people are starving worldwide, it is 

estimated that approximately one third of all the food that is produced is discarded (Larssen, L. I. 
& Eide, S., 2013). Numbers from earlier this year indicate that each Norwegian annually discards 

more than 46 kilograms of unnecessary organic waste, totaling to an amount of 350.000 tonnes 
worth 18 billion NOK (Ekeren, 2015). This is not only a colossal waste of resources, but the 
excessive amount of organic waste also has a huge impact on the environment. 

Our main goal is to design an app that will encourage its users to produce less organic 
waste. Our vision is to make a contribution to better the environment, by utilizing sustainable 

technology in order to improve Norwegian food habits.  

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 

Similar apps to the one we envision do exist for Apple and Android in other countries, but no 
such app is available on the Norwegian market, with Norwegian products and bar codes, nor do 

they include both of our core functionalities, to scan and to generate recipes based on what you 
have already have. 

Our research question deals with how we can make an app that encourages sustainability 
 and is easy and desirable to use. Our app will only be functional and effective if used regularly, 
and therefore it is important for us to do research on what we, as designers, can do in order to 

create an app that the users can integrate into their daily lives without it requiring too much 
attention, focus, or work. The app should be used when the user buys food products and when it 

gets thrown away, so we need to do additional research in order to find out how we, through the 
design of the app, can encourage continuous use.  

2. THEORY 

2.1 PERSUASIVE TECHNOLOGY  

In a review of the field of sustainable HCI, DiSalvo, Sengers, and Brynjarsdóttir (2010) states 
that persuasive technology comprised about 45% of the reviewed corpus (p. 1977), which 

implies that this is the most researched topic within the field. In his paper “A Behaviour Model 
for Persuasive Design” (2009), B. J. Fogg presents the Fogg Behavioural Model (FBM) which 
states that behaviour is a product of three main factors: motivation, ability, and triggers (p. 1). 
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Fogg outlines a framework for motivation with three core motivators with two sides each: 
pleasure/pain, hope/fear, and social acceptance/rejection (p. 4). By utilizing these basic 

motivators, it is possible to persuade a user to behave in certain ways in order to either gain 
positive feelings or avoid negative ones. The ability factor is closely related to the simplicity of 

the design, as most people are resistant to learn new things. Fogg lists a number of factors that 
designers should take into account when designing for simplicity (p. 5-6). A trigger is something 
that tells people to perform a certain behaviour at a certain time (p. 6). This is something that 

should be fairly easy to incorporate into an app such as the one we are developing, for instance 
by utilizing push notifications.  

 By gaining a clearer understanding of persuasive technology, and taking into 
consideration the three factors that might persuade potential users to actually use the app, we are 
better suited when it comes to answering the question of how we can design to inspire 

continuous use. Particularly the ability factor in the FBM will help guide us in the design 
process, as this is something we have heavily debated in our design sessions. In order to make 

the app as simple as possible, we plan on drawing inspiration from Minimal Attention User 
Interfaces (MAUIs), which seek to provide interfaces which minimize the amount of user 
attention, though not necessarily the amount of user interaction (Pascoe, Ryan & Morse, 2000, p. 

424-425). 

2.3 SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH DESIGN 

In “Environmental Sustainability and Interaction” , Mankoff et. al presents the concept of 

sustainability through design, or how designers can support sustainable lifestyles and decision-
making (2007, p. 2123). This is the topic that we will explore through our project, and we hope 
to gain a better understanding of this by the end of the course. The paper by Mankoff et. al. 

provides examples of sustainability through design on both individual and group level, and we 
will try to incorporate both.  To accomplish this, we plan on implementing a social element to 

our app that will encourage the users to either trade food that is about to expire, or create events 
in which every participant can bring along selected food items that the host lacks.  

2.5 IMPROVING LIFESTYLE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL CONSUMER 

In the section of “Mapping the landscape of sustainable HCI”, where the authors discuss the 
various axes of difference identified in their review of existing literature, they discuss improving 
vs. fundamentally changing lifestyles, the individual consumer vs. other users, groups or scales, 

and technology as an adequate solution vs. inadequate solution (DiSalvo et. al., 2010, p. 1978-
1978). We want to take the former of all of these approaches, by developing a technology that 

will support the individual consumer in his or hers daily activity, albeit making these activities 
more sustainable. For example, imagine that you are going to the grocery store to get something 
for dinner. At the store you walk by the dairy products, and put a carton of milk in your cart, 

believing that you’ve run out. You get home, use some of the new milk in your mashed potatoes, 
and put the rest in the fridge. What you didn’t remember at the store was that you had an almost 

full carton of milk in the back of the fridge. This one is now expired, and you have to discard it, 
thereby wasting a whole liter of milk. Our app would have prevented this by letting you know 
about that milk in the back of your fridge, in addition to suggesting recipes in which to use it 

before the expiration date. 
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Grocery shopping and food preparation are necessary activities for most people, and we 
believe that, by using the app regularly, users will use less, spend less, and waste less. This 

supports our wish to improve the users’ lifestyles, instead of fundamentally changing them, and 
our focus on understanding and changing the individual consumer’s habits by encouraging 

sustainability through technology. 

2.2 USERS AS THE PROBLEM VS. SOLVING USER’S PROBLEMS  

Yet another axis of difference identified by DiSalvo et. al. concerns whether designers and 

developers within sustainable HCI view the users as the problem or are looking to solve the 
users’ problems (2010, p. 1979). The authors’ suggestion of this being an either-or decision is 
quite relevant and interesting to our project, because we are in this project exploring both sides 

of the axis. We consider the behaviour of our target users as the problem, but at the same time 
we want to use the app to change their behaviour to the better by solving the underlying problem, 

i.e. to stop them from purchasing more than they eat.  

3. METHODS  

A longitudinal review of research methods in mobile technology by Kjeldskov & Paay suggests 
that the field of mobile HCI is steadily becoming more multi-methodological. (2012,  p. 74). 

Drawing from our shared background from interaction design and usability, we decided that the 
best approach in order to explore the users’ needs and requirements were to triangulate various 

research method.   

3.1 BRAINSTORMING 

Early in our design process we had a brainstorming session where several ideas were discussed. 
These ideas and thoughts were written on a whiteboard and were eliminated by writing and 

discussing pros and cons for each of the ideas. Finally we had a vote, in which the concept of the 
app discussed in this paper emerged as the clear winner.   

After the main idea had been established, we engaged in a second brainstorming session 
where potential functionalities for the application were suggested and debated, and we agreed on 
the core functionalities. 

3.2 QUESTIONNAIRE 

After we determined the main idea behind the app, we created and distributed an online 
questionnaire through social media. The explicit goal of the questionnaire was to gather more 

information regarding students’ behaviour and habits when it comes to food, organic waste, 
grocery shopping, and recycling.  

3.3 PARTICIPATORY WORKSHOP WITH POTENTIAL USERS 

After the brainstorming session and analysis of the responses from our questionnaire, we wanted 
to involve users in the next step of the design process. We chose to do this by conducting a 
formative user study in the form of a participatory design workshop, borrowing elements from 
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workshopping, prototyping, and storyboarding, and adapting these techniques to our needs in 
order to explore the participants’ requirements. The final result was similar to the enactments 

described by Hagen, Robertson, Kan, and Sadler (2005, p. 6-7). 
 

 
Figure 1: Participants rating functions  

We managed to gather eight students and began the workshop by telling them nothing but our 
main idea. We chose to only explain the vague concept of the app to the participants, because we 
wanted to explore what they considered important in such an app without too much input or 

influence from us. 
 

After a brief round of introductions,  we paired the participants into four groups of two people 
and asked them to discuss and come up with some possible functions for our application. The 
paired participants first wrote down the functions on paper, and once the discussions died down 

we asked the groups to write the functionalities they had come up with on the whiteboard. We 
also asked each of the pairs to present their ideas for us and the other participants, as well as to 

elaborate on their ideas and discuss with us what they  meant by each of the function they had 
come up with. Afterwards we gave each of the participants five post-it notes, and asked them to 
write down the five functionalities they considered the most essential for the app and rank them 

in prioritized order. 
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Figure 2: Design stage 

In the second stage of the participatory design workshop, the participants received some cut-outs 

of cellphones, some clipart of various icons, glue, and pens, and were asked to design one or 
more of their favorite functions. Afterwards they explained these paper prototypes to us. 

Through their explanations and enactments of the prototypes they created, we gained a greater 
understanding of the needs of our focus group.  

3.4 DESIGN SESSION 

After conducting the workshop and analyzing the results of it, we gathered to make our own 

paper-based low-fidelity prototypes. We decided ahead of time which of the functionalities we 
were to design, and then we spent a few hours individually drawing how each of us believed the 

functionalities should be implemented. Afterwards each of us presented our ideas to the other 
group members, explaining the design decisions and workflow, followed by discussions and 
comparison of ideas.   

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

4.1 QUESTIONNAIRE 

We had 68 respondents to our questionnaire. Although we expected a certain amount of self-

serving bias, the raw results of the questionnaire confirmed what we already suspected, such as 
the fact that a lot of the respondents admitted to throwing away expired food items and not 
recycling organic waste. 42.6% of the participants claims to know everything they currently have 
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stored in their kitchen, which suggests that 57.4% of the respondents either don’t know what 
they currently have stored, or don’t have a complete overview of all their comestibles. We also 

asked the questionnaire participants if they sometimes buy food they didn’t realize they already 
had at home, and 80,9% answered affirmatively.  

 
Figure 3: Result from questionnaire 

One of the questions posed to the participants was relating to what kind of food they threw away, 
and a surprising number of 72.1% of the respondents answered that they throw away expired 

food, making this the largest category of food waste.  
These results suggests to us that there is a correlation between organic waste and food that is not 
used before it expires, potentially because people don’t always realize what they already have at 

home. Based on these result, we believe that there is a need for the app we envision, as the app 
will both give the users an overview of what they have and make suggestions on how they may 

use the comestibles before they expire.  
 

4.2 WORKSHOP 

We kept the low-fidelity prototypes that the participants had designed during the second stage of 

the workshop, the post- it notes in prioritized order, and the paper on which they wrote down the 
functionalities they came up with during the pair discussions. We used this information to 

discuss and decide which functionalities should be implemented in our app, and which were of 
lesser importance and can be implemented at a later date if time allows it.  
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Figure 4: Top-rated functions 

The diagram above is based on the analysis of the aforementioned post- it notes, and is a visual 

representation of how the participants rated them according to importance. Many of the 
participants included the same functions in their priority list. By giving each function on the list a 
score, where the first on each list got five points while the last on each list got one point, we were 

able to analyze the participants priorities.  
The analysis of the first part 

of the workshop gave us a total of ten 
different functions, ranked after 
importance. Based on these results we 

divided them into four categories. 
Three of the categories are directly 

related to the main idea behind the 
app, recipes, ingredients and 
registrering food, and the final 

category relates to the social aspect. 
Most of the functions are related to 

recipes, information such as duration, 
difficulty and nutritional values. 
Many of the participants also 

included allergy filtration as an 
important function, which may 

indicate that the participants want a 
way to filtrate different kinds of 

recipes, like vegetarian, breakfast, 

Figure 5: Categorizing functions  
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lunch or recipes without allergens.  
From the social category they included a function for dinner sharing, where the users are 

able to invite to dinner events, and the invitees are able to bring food items the host doesn’t have. 
 The idea of this functionality is to both save money by sharing the dinner costs, and to use 

existing food items without having to buy new. In addition, many of the participants found it 
clever to include an option for the users to swap food with each other.  The idea is that  when the 
users have food they either don’t like or food that is about to expire, they can easily exchange 

food with each other. This will, in our opinion, lead to less food waste. However the most 
popular function on the lists is a push notification for when food is about to expire. By including 

such a functionality the users will always get a reminder, and will be able to use the food items 
before it is too late.  

Another function outside the categories is the Tinder swipe function. This has to be 

considered more of a design idea than an actual function. The idea is when deleting or rating 
food this should be done by swiping. This function is inspired by how you like or dislike a 

person on the popular dating app Tinder.  

6. FUTURE PLANS 

6.1 LOW-FIDELITY PROTOTYPE 

We decided that before we start developing the app, we should draw and discuss a paper 

prototype together based on our four individual prototypes mentioned above. These prototypes 
are based on the analysis from the workshop. This will give us a design and workflow that we 

can all agree upon and be comfortable with.   

6.2 HIGH-FIDELITY PROTOTYPE 

After developing the low-fidelity prototype on paper, the next phase is to create an interactive 

high-fidelity prototype. We plan on using an online prototyping tool because it’s a quick and 
easy way to create a clickable prototype, as well as pinpoint both design choices and overall 
workflow. When this prototype is finished, we will start developing the core functionalities of 

the app. The core functionalities include, as mentioned earlier, scanning food items and generate 
recipes based on the scanned items. Since none of us have worked with scanning on a technical 

level before, we plan on reading up on how this works, and two of the articles we have found on 
the topic are “Understanding 2D-BarCode Technology and Applications in M-Commerce: 
Design and Implementation of A 2D Barcode Processing Solution” (Gao, Prakash & Jagatesan, 

2007), and “Lost in the Supermarket: Decoding Blurry Barcodes” (Wittman, 2004).  

6.2 USABILITY TESTING 

Once we have a semi-functional high-fidelity prototype, we have to conduct usability testing 

with users from the target group. The testing will determine whether further changes need to be 
made, and in that case what should be changed in order to improve the app.  
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